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AMS FX FEEDER

Improves the efficiency and presentation of your mailing processes
What Does It Do?

The low cost AMS FX feeder has been designed to be used with the
5001 KT1 and 5002 KT2 tabbing machines, however it can also work
with other mail insertion equipment. The performance, reliability
and flexibility make the feeder an important cost-saving tool for
your applications.

Easy To Use

The AMS FX feeder can easily feed a range of stock, card, paper and
DVD’s up to 9 mm in thickness and up to 450mm wide. Easily able
to feed up to 20,000 mailing pieces per hour, the feeder includes a
pair of adjustable guides, allowing the ability to feed mail accurately.

Why Do I Need It?

The AMS FX can feed most mailing material. Every second saved in
the mailing process means increased productivity and a heightened
competitiveness in today’s fast-paced changing economy.
The feeder is perfect for mailing houses, commercial and industrial
users.

Key Features:
• Feeds at speeds up to
20,000 per hour
• Feeds pieces 125mm
to 450mm wide, up to
350mm long
• Feeds paper up to 9mm
thick
• Mail piece stack height
up to 200mm with
mail piece extensions
installed
• Easy Load Feed
Machanism
• Solid Steel
Construction

AMS - MAILING MADE EASY

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Speed:

Up to 20,000 per hour Speeds are dependent
on application

Material Sizes

125mm to 450mm wide, up to 350mm long

Material Thickness

Up to 9mm

Counters

One Resettable

Feeder Capacity

Stack up to 200mm height

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Machine Dimensions

(W)381mm x (L)483mm x (H) 432mm

Weight

22kg

Electrical

230vAC 50/60Hz

Optional Equipment
AMS manufacture a range of
machine cabinets that will
easily support your mailing
equipment as well as provide
ample storage space. AMS
also manufacturer a range of
conveyor stackers and dryers
to complement your equipment
thereby making it easier and
more efficient to produce your
mailings.
Mailing Supplies
AMS supply a wide range of
low-cost consumables to suit
our mailing equipment.

Why Choose An AMS Feeder?

AMS is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of mailroom equipment. As
well as having a dedicated team of knowledgeable experts to offer
advice and bespoke solutions to suit your mailing needs, we have a
well-trained customer support team and highly skilled team of field
engineers to support you after your purchase.
This reliable and efficient after-care support service is provided
to ensure you get the most out of your purchase. We also offer a
comprehensive range of technical support and service packages that
cover both equipment and software. Our maintenance packages are
an economical way to maximise performance and the longevity of your
machine, overall resulting in peace of mind.
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